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      An interesting book and very mush used and reccomended to my students.

It covers quite a few module for me such as 'child in society', 'inclusion' and 'assessment and observation'.
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      A useful book which covers a variety of issues from an educational point of view.
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      A good introductory text for those starting out in HE level study, which will also see them into the second year.
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      A thought provoking text-useful for student teachers and colleagues in school
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      Good supplemental reading for education students.
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      Very useful book for supporting children, has very relevant information.
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      a good addition to any reading and referencing list of all students, also excellent to have in the library for students to use
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      An excellent starter for FD students; we have library copies and recommended purchase to students
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      Very useful update. I especially like the new material on promoting resilience and on proactive approaches.
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      An excellent handbook for foundation degree students. the reflective tasks will allow the students to realy consider thir own practice in relation to inclusivity . Current and relevent information regarding policy and theory.  covers recent changes in legislation and curriculum and is aimed at support staff and HLTA in early yaers. clear objectives and practical tasks and case studies to really involve the student in their learning. A great book.
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      Good clear and supportive reading materials
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